The dynamics of two-dimensional solid neon is investigated within the self-consistent phonon theory. Phonon frequencies and lifetimes and the one-phonon dynamic form factor are evaluated as a function of temperature and lattice spacing in the self-consistent harmonic approximation with the cubic anharmonic term added. Two-dimensional solid neon is found to be highly anharmonic. It becomes mechanically unstable for interatomic sparing a =3.35 A and larger at T =0 K.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in understanding the properties of monolayers of atoms on surfaces has motivated experimentalists and theorists alike to investigate the dynamics of inert gases physiosorbed on several types of substrates. ' Rare gases adsorbed on the basal plane of graphite are excellent examples of these two-dimensional solids. They undergo phase transitions that have no equivalent in three dimensions. They can be either in registry with the structure of the hexagonal grafoil surface or out of registry forming domains of periodic structures separated by finite domain walls. These structures play a major role in the melting transition of physiosorbed systems.
A simple test determines whether adsorbed atoms will form a monolayer commensurate with the substrate or not. This is the ratio of the monolayer-atom equilibrium nearest-neighbor separation to the +3&(&3 commensurate structure spacing. Table I This model, called self-consistent harmonic (SCH) approximation, has been extensively used to study the three-dimensional inert-gas solids, and just recently to investigate the dynamics of inert-gas monolayers.
The relevant references and SCH equations are presented in that previous paper and will not be given here.
The SCH model includes all the even anharmonic terms in the adatom-adatom interaction but, as its name suggests, fails to account for the cubic anharmonicity (CA). The latter is very important in the neon monolayer, but not so significant in the case of Xe and Kr. Figure 1 shows the root-mean-square value of the relative vibrational amplitude of nearest-neighbor atoms, ((tt, -uo) This, however, requires long computations and the frequencies it yields will not be signi6cantly different from the results of one iteration with which we shall be content. In other words, the averaged harmonic and cubic force constants in the SCH theory as well as the SCH frequencies will be calculated Srst, and then they will be used in the above equations to find the functloll A (q, k;6P ) at a glveii q over a falige of co.
% Fig. 3(b) ]. The co&H +4ss. . . are calculated from the averaged force constants, non-self-consistently (first iteration in the SCH iterative system). The cubic perturbation corrections hcucA --cz -m&8 are calculated in our cubic model described in the preceding section, in which the nonaveraged cubic and harmonic force constants are evaluated at the chosen 6xed lattice spacings. Since, in general, the sixth, eighth, and higher even corrections are positive,
BL (I +~)QH+cA+46s
&BL BF %e present the corresponding numbers in Table III 11. 8%
IV. DISPKRSIGN CURVES 80
In Fig. 4 Fig. 9 we show frequency dispersion curves for a =3.25 A. As seen by comparing Fig. 4 to Fig. 9 , for 3.15 and 3.25 A the frequencies drop by 20%%uo. The Griineisen parameters for the rnonolayer in these two models are similar, and still larger than in bulk neon. The phonon frequencies keep on decreasing, as the lattice spacings are increased, until the monolayer becomes mechanically unstable when the frequencies turn imaginary. At 0 K, this limit is 3.40 A in the SCH theory and 3.35 A when the cubic corrections are added, and it decreases with increasing T.
As noted in Sec. III, the cubic correction evaluated using the QH frequencies as a basis is extremely large. The coherent dynamic form factor, This is especially true at large interatomic spacing. In Fig. 10 we display the QH dispersion curves and the position of the maximum of the response function (1) with the cubic term added for a =3.25 and 3.15 A. This is not a balanced theory, but it does show that the cubic shift is very large when evaluated as a perturbation to the QH frequencies. At larger surface area, some modes become unstable. Ne monolayers are suSciently anharmonic that the self-consistent phonon (SCP) theory is a significant improvement over QH perturbation theory. In this case the expansion of $(Q, co) in powers of u is not valid. For finite crystalites, however, &u ) and the I.indemann ratio y are finite in 2D and (9) This is (1) including the Bose thermal factor.
In Fig. 12 we show Si(g, co) for the longitudinal and transverse phonons having Q=q=(0. 5,0)(2n/a) along the I IC direction. Point E is at ( -'"0)(2m/a). At 
